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It is so exciting to see life getting back to some kind of normal
here: restaurants have re-opened, small outdoor events have
resumed, and travel is slowly taking off again. That means we
will have more stories to tell you and more beautiful photos
from all corners of the region to share.
This issue of ABRUZZISSIMO explores the Marsica area in the
province of L’Aquila — which includes the Fucino basin, the
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Palentini plains, the Abruzzo National Park, and the valley of
Sulmona — from different angles: we talk about the Marsi, an
ancient Italic people that lived there centuries ago, things to do
and see in Scurcola Marsicana, and its magnificent artifacts
on display in Rome. I invited an anthropologist to tell you, my
readers, about the amulets and talismans that were a big part
of Abruzzese culture until not too long ago. An award-winning
wildlife photographer will take you to higher altitudes to see
nurseries that chamois organise for their kids this time of year.
In the Food & Wine section you will find two little-known
traditional recipes for rustic pies and a pasta soup with… a
shriek.
ABRUZZISSIMO wouldn’t exist without your support. Starting
from this issue, you can find a list of supporters at the end of
the magazine which, I hope, will continue to grow. You can
contribute to the publication’s upkeep and make a donation,
one-off or recurrent, via this link.
Enjoy reading the June issue!

A presto,
Anna Lebedeva
Editor
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NEWS & EVENTS
ABRUZZO’S ARTIFACTS
IN ROME
Some of the most important historic
artifacts from Abruzzo are being shown at
Rome’s Scuderie del Quirinale. The
exhibition Tota Italia. Alle origini di una
nazione tells about unification of the
nation under the Roman Empire through
the most significant archaeological finds
from pre-Roman Italy — a fascinating
mosaic of Italic people and traditions.
Abruzzo’s museums have loaned three
exhibits: the magnificent terracotta statue
of goddess Angizia found in Luco dei
Marsi in 2007 and rarely exhibited to the
public, the elaborate carved bone funeral
bed from Fossa, and the bronze statue of
Hercules Curinus from the god’s shrine
near Sulmona. The exhibition will be open
until July 25.

WALKING TOURS IN
CALASCIO

The number of Blue Flag beaches in Abruzzo
has increased from 10 to 13 this year. The
prestigious Blue Flag Award is given by the
Foundation for Environmental Education
(FEE) to the cleanest and most eco-friendly
beaches and marinas in the world every year.
In order to qualify for the Blue Flag (Bandiera
Blu), a series of stringent environmental,
educational, safety, and accessibility criteria
must be met and maintained. To see the list
of the 13 Bandiera Blu locations in Abruzzo,
go to ABRUZZISSIMO website.

NIKO ROMITO’S REALE
RE-OPENS
The famous Abruzzese chef, Niko Romito,
re-opens his three-Michelin-star restaurant
Reale in Castel di Sangro on June 10 to
propose the fixed-price tasting menu that
proved to be hugely popular last summer.
The self-taught chef is renowned worldwide
for his love for local high-quality ingredients
and bringing simplicity to haute cuisine. The
15-course tasting menu is priced at €150
per person. To book, go to the Reale
website.
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Explore the village of Calascio and its long
history on a walking tour with locals.
Società Cooperativa Calascio takes small
groups to see historic palaces, churches,
and hidden alleyways and shares stories
from the village’s past. At the end of the
tour, you will follow shepherds’ trails up to
the famous Rocca Calascio castle.
Morning and afternoon walks are
scheduled for June 6, 20, and 27. Englishspeaking guides are available. To book
call
0039
3515512131
or
email
coopcalascio@gmail.com.

BLUE FLAG BEACHES

NEWS & EVENTS

DID YOU KNOW?
THE CYCLOPEAN WALLS OF
MONTE PALLANO

ABOARD HISTORIC TRAINS
Hop aboard the carriages built in the 1920s
and 1950s to travel on the Sulmona-Isernia
railway between national parks and nature
reserves, crossing the mountains, valleys,
and narrow gorges, with stops in the
picturesque towns of Campo Di Giove,
Palena, Rivisondoli, and Roccaraso. You can
do it in a day or stay in one of the locations
overnight, adding guided walking tours or ebike rides to your all-inclusive package.
Prices start from €40 for a simple round day
trip; see the summer timetable of Abruzzo’s
historic trains at the Ferrovia dei Parchi
website and book online.

DO YOU ENJOY READING
ABRUZZISSIMO?

DONATE
HERE

The presence of man on Monte Pallano
goes back to prehistoric times, but
historians believe that the mighty wall was
built by the Samnite tribe in the 5th-4th
century BC. The wall circuit probably
extended for four kilometres, but today
only a fragment remains, which is 165
meters long, five meters high, and an
impressive four metres thick.
It is thought that the purpose of the
cyclopean walls was defensive, with an
element of prestige and power show-off,
aimed at instilling fear and respect among
travellers and possible invaders. There are
many legends about the paths, the caves,
and hiding places full of hidden treasures,
woods populated by goblins, and giant men
who lived here in the past. One of these
claims that the megalithic walls were built
by giant shepherds who used them as a
pasture fence. These shepherds, with their
great strides, managed to bring their flocks
to Apulia every day and then return, every
evening,
to
Monte
Pallano.
They
accumulated so much wealth that they had
to hide their treasures in a cave guarded by
the devil himself. However, no one has ever
managed to find a trace of the treasure.
The Associazione Monte Pallano manages
the site and runs tours in English.
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BECOME A
SUPPORTER!

Located near Tornareccio in the province of
Chieti, the impressive megalithic walls of
Monte Pallano are shrouded in legend and
mystery. These massive structures are also
known as cyclopean walls because,
according to the Greek classics Pliny and
Aristotle, they were built by the mythical
giant Cyclops. The most famous examples
of such walls exist in Tiryns, Argos, and
Mykines in Greece.

HISTORY

THE MARSI, ABRUZZO’S
ANCIENT WARRIORS
By Francesco Proia
The ancient Italic tribe of Marsi was renowned for its strength, valour, and
warfare skills. The Marsi were feared by the enemies of the Roman
Empire and were given prestigious jobs as personal bodyguards and
intelligence for Roman emperors.

The Italic tribe Marsi lived in the area of
Abruzzo that today is called Marsica (it
includes 37 municipalities in the province
of L'Aquila and is located between the
plain of the former Lake Fucino, the plain
of Carsoli, and the valley of Sulmona).
Around 450 BCE, the Marsi specialised in
warfare and mercenary missions, which
earned them the name of "Sons of Mars,

God of War.” Their bellicose deeds
became legendary by 350 BCE, when
Rome was confronted with the demands
of the Italic people’s coalition led by the
Marsi who asked for the recognition of
their social rights. Even though the Roman
army was bigger and better organized,
they came close to being destroyed by the
bloodthirsty Marsi. It was then that the
Roman rulers had to give in to the
demands of those indomitable warriors
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A Marsi warrior. Illustration by Leslie
Agan

HISTORY
and were forced to grant the Italic people
Roman citizenship, with all the rights
connected to it. That way, the Roman Empire
also managed to enlist in their ranks the
most fearless warriors of the ancient world.

GLORIOUS VICTORIES
The Marsi became the backbone of the
largest and most powerful army in history.
The myth of the brave Marsi warriors grew
quickly and within a few years, as attested
by many historic documents, in every corner
in the whole Empire it was known that at
least four Roman legionnaries were needed
to fight a Marsi warrior. At least one group
of Marsi warriors accompanied the Roman
army in every military undertaking inside and
outside Italy; Rome could no longer do
without these formidable allies who helped
them to dominate the world. There were
several documented cases in which the
Marsi brought victory in battles against the
terrible Gauls, the Parthians, the Thracians,
and the Dacians.

SAVING ROME
The Roman general and statesman Publio
Cornelio Scipione Aemilianus managed to
raze Carthage to the ground thanks to the
bravery of the Marsi warriors. As soon as he

returned to Italy, as a sign of recognition, he
went to visit the ancient capital of the Marsi,
the city of Marruvium (today San Benedetto
dei Marsi). He filled the city with the best
works of art stolen from Carthage and, after
that victory, he requested the permanent
presence of the Marsi in his army.
Tito Livio, one of the most authoritative
historians of ancient Rome, wrote: "Only the
loyalty of the Marsi allowed Rome to survive.”
The most famous saying, known throughout
the ancient world to every citizen or slave of
the Empire, belonged to the Greek historian
Appian of Alexandria: "Nec sine Marsis nec
contra Marsos trivmphari posse" — "Neither
without the Marsi, nor against the Marsi,
Rome could never win a war."

FAMOUS PRAETORIAN
ABRUZZISSIMO | PAGE 6

The warriors from Fucino were so fearless
that they were often chosen to be the
praetorians, the private guards of the
emperor. Quintus Naevius Cordus Sutorius
Macro was a prefect of the Praetorian Guard
in 31-38 CE, serving under the Roman
Emperors Tiberius and Caligula. Macro was
born in Alba Fucens, a Roman town at the
foot of Monte Velino and is still remembered
as the one who financed the building of the

HISTORY

beautiful amphitheatre that we can still
admire today.
When Tiberius died, in 37 CE, the rumour
spread that it was he who killed the
emperor on Caligula’s order. After the
death of Tiberius, Caligula became the
empire’s ruler favouring the prefect Macro
and his praetorian guards and immediately
doubling their pay. In doing so, he hoped to
avoid corruption among the guards.
However, that didn’t stop the eccentric
emperor’s temper tantrums and paranoia.
Within months, Macro fell out of grace and
was stripped of his title. The Roman law at
that time required confiscation of assets
following a conviction, which is why Macro
preferred to commit suicide. In his will, the
famous son of the Marsi tribe ordered that
an amphitheatre be built in his name in
Alba Fucens, his hometown.
Ironically, Caligula was later assassinated
by his praetorians. Alba Fucens

Macro and his amphitheatre. Illustration by
Leslie Agan

amphitheatre, after thousands of years, is
still standing near the town of Massa
d'Albe, a testimony to the follies of the
Roman emperor. You can see the name
of Quintus Naevius Cordus Sutorius
Macro, one of the most famous sons of
the Marsi, inscribed above the entrance
door.

Illustrations by Leslie Agan.
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Francesco Proia is a journalist and
director of MarsicaLive.it. He has written Il
Principe del Lago, a book that talks about
Da Vinci’s trip to Abruzzo and his
connection with Torlonia. His other books
are Lake Dust (in English) and Polvere del
Lago.

TRADITION

A TALE OF AMULETS AND
TALISMANS
By Adriana Gandolfi
In Abruzzo, amulets were often worn as part of a traditional costume.
They signalled the social and civil status of the wearer and were believed
to protect and defend from evil influences, as well as attract prosperity
and wellbeing.
Different amulets existed for children, men, and
women, as well as those of a generic type, still
in use today, such as the horn — a phallic
symbol of vigour and vitality — which
symbolism can be traced back to the
prehistoric era. The beliefs connected with
amulets
combine
religious
elements,
superstitions, and ancient traditions of preChristian origin. But nobody could buy a
talisman. Instead, in order for it to “work,” an
amulet had to be received as a gift or found
casually.

AMULETS FOR CHILDREN
It was believed that childhood was the most
vulnerable period of life, as it meant being
exposed to diseases, the evil eye, and
witchcraft. To defend from these dangers,
infants were equipped with specific and
multipurpose amulets which sometimes they
also used as toys.
A boy wearing amulets. B. Cascella,
postcard, 1900s

complex amulet, the so-called “thirteen” (il
tredici) with “13” stamped on a central
medal and other little symbolic pendants
dangling on chains. You can still find il
tredici pendants in some traditional
jewellers’.
The badger hair amulet is one of the oldest
and most common. It can still be seen in
Pescocostanzo and in the province of
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The little talismans were attached to the child’s
clothes or the cradle and came in many
different shapes: a bell, whistle, trumpet,
mermaids, sea horses, or unicorns with
dangling rattles. According to an ancient
custom in Scanno, the paternal grandmother
had to provide the newborn grandchild with the
first "magic guardians," called the "three things"
(le tre cose): the donut (ciambella) to
strengthen the gums, the rattle for amusement,
and the condrammalòcchje (against the evil
eye). The latter consisted of a tuft of badger
hair tied with a silver cap or, for a more

TRADITION

Above: a boy with amulets, Lanciano, 1883. Right: a
modern day child with a badger hair amulet on the
pram, Castiglione Messer Raimondo.

Teramo, where it is handed down from one
generation to the next. In addition to protecting
from the evil eye, it was believed to fend off
witches spells. Old women sewed little red fabric
hearts with pinned pendants of badger hair that
children wore on the left side of the chest or had it
attached to their cradle.
One of the most common amulets for babies and
children were little silver keys on a string or chain.
There was a widespread belief that if a sick child
grabbed a key during a crisis or fit it would bring
an immediate relief. In San Valentino in Abruzzo
Citeriore, there was a strong tradition of little keys
of Saint Donatus (chiavuccie de Sande Dunàte)
that were blessed on the saint’s feast day.

For adults, there was a range of talismans with
different functions. It was believed that if a
woman with a newborn baby had no milk for
breastfeeding, she needed a special amulet: a
seahorse dried indoors in the shade, tied to a
ribbon and worn around the neck.
It was a custom among Abruzzese shepherds,
especially those who went to Apulia for

The so-called “tongues of St. Paul”
(glossopetre) were fossilized teeth of
prehistoric sharks that were found in the
ground during ploughing, considered effective
against the venomous bite of spiders and
snakes. They were mounted in silver and worn
mainly
by
shepherds,
laborers,
and
woodcutters who worked in the areas where
the risk of encountering such dangers was
highest.
There was a special ritual that had to be
observed when someone was lucky enough to
come across glossopetre. In the area of Lake
Fucino, for instance, if a farmer found a tongue
of St. Paul stone, he had to kneel down and
pick it up with his tongue and mouth to
preserve the amulet’s magic powers.
Prehistoric stone tools, arrowheads, and the
smooth hatchets of the Neolithic period were
considered petrified fragments of thunderbolts
and were called “lightning stones.” Mounted in
silver, they were secured to the bed’s
headboard or worn as a pendant and were
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SEAHORSES AND SHARK TEETH

transhumance, to carry objects with special
and propitiatory powers, such as human or
wolf teeth encapsulated in silver, which were
believed to protect from ear pain and
dangerous animal attacks.

TRADITION
meant to ward off electrocutions from lightning
during storms and against various accidents. To
avoid direct contact with iron — which would
“discharge” the special powers — the stones were
kept in small cloth bags and occasionally greased
with oil as a sacred relic of heavenly origin. This
type of amulet was discovered in the Italia burials
at the necropolis of Campovalano in Campli, in the
province of Teramo.

AGAINST ENVY AND EVIL EYE
Jewellery in the old days didn’t have only a
decorative purpose. It had symbolic associations,
often inspired by nature: fish meant health and
fertility; a spider stood for industriousness and
wealth; grapes meant abundance and fecundity;
the crescent moon symbolised regeneration and
fertility; and a star signified luck and success.
Women in the small village of Scanno wore
necklaces called chiacchiere (translated as chitchat, gossip) consisting of hollow beads made
from thin embossed metal plates. When a woman
wearing chiacchiere moved, the beads made a
light noise, like the chitter-chatter of envious and
gossipy people, which was supposed to protect
the wearer from envy and the evil eye.

Old amulets from Abruzzo can be found in several
important museums across Europe, but the most
extensive collection is exhibited in the National
Archaeological Museum of Perugia (Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Perugia). Another
display of rare and interesting talismans is housed
in the National Museum of Popular Arts and
Traditions in Rome (Museo Nazionale delle Arti e
Tradizioni Popolari di Roma). There are also a

Tongue of St. Paul, Chieti, late 1800s-early
1900s, National Archaeological Museum of
Perugia; il tredici amulet, Scanno, 1800s.

number of fascinating amulets from the Italic
and Roman periods in the National
Archaeological Museum of Chieti (Museo
Nazionale Archeologico di Chieti).
Adriana Gandolfi is an anthropologist
specialising in ethno-anthropological research
in Abruzzo and Molise. Follow her on Astra Associazione Studi Tradizioni Regionali
Abruzzesi. Illustrations from the book Amuleti
ornamenti magici d'Abruzzo by A.Gandolfi.
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In the Frentana area, in the province of Chieti, the
so-called sciacquajje (derived from the word "fool"
used in ancient times) were popular — large,
showy half-moon earrings with little noisy dangles.
Local women wore them so their jingle would keep
the evil eye away. Both chiacchiere necklaces and
sciacquajje are still made by traditional jewellers in
Scanno, Pescocostanzo and other small towns in
Abruzzo.

PLACES

by Giulia Pietrobattista
The little-known town of Scurcola Marsicana boasts a rich history,
magnificent views, and some of the liveliest traditional festivals in
the region. Add to that the great restaurants and you have a perfect
destination for a day trip.
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A DAY IN SCURCOLA
MARSICANA

PLACES
Set against the beautiful peaks of Monte San
Nicola and Monte Velino, Scurcola Marsicana
dominates the Palentini plains in the province
of L’Aquila. Its strategic position defined the
town’s history. The name of the town itself
derives from its prominent location: it is
believed to come from the Lombardic word
“skulk” or from the Latin one “excubiae”,
which both mean a sentry, or guard post.
Battles and natural disasters have defined
and shaped Scurcola Marsicana. The
present-day town was founded in the 13th
century, after the construction of the Santa
Maria della Vittoria Abbey. In this area, on
August 23, 1268, the battle of Tagliacozzo
(also called the Battle of Piani Palentini)
mentioned by Dante Alighieri in The Divine
Comedy, was fought — a crucial conflict
during which Charles of Anjou defeated
Conradin of Hohenstaufen and took over
Southern Italy. In the 16th century, the town
was in the centre of a long power battle
between two noble families: the Orsini and
the Colonna.
The history of Scurcola, and the whole
Marsica area, is also sadly tied to numerous
earthquakes.

Two of the most devastating tremors
happened in 1456 (which destroyed the Abbey
of Santa Maria della Vittoria) and in 1915, both
followed by massive destruction and heavy
human losses.
Today, Scurcola is a quiet town with beautiful
historic landmarks, restaurants, and mountain
trails. In summer, Italian tourists, many from
Rome, flock here for cooler temperatures,
fresh air, and good food.

WHAT TO SEE
ROCCA ORSINI
Rocca Orsini is an enclosure castle, a type of
construction with a fortified structure made of
stone walls and towers. The oldest part of the
castle dates back to the 1200s, but it
underwent many transformations in the later
centuries. The Rocca stands on a hill
overlooking the town, with spectacular
panoramic views of the Palentini and Fucino
Plains. Along the perimeter of the castle it is
still possible to see the ancient embrasures
that were once used to protect it. Due to
restoration works, it is currently not possible to
visit the Rocca inside.

Scurcola Marsicana and Monte Velino
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CHIESA DI SANTA MARIA DELLA VITTORIA
Built beside the Rocca fortress, the 16th century
church houses treasures that once belonged to the
medieval Cistercian Abbey of Santa Maria della
Vittoria, which ruins are still visible in the lower part
of the town. Inside the church you can see the
wooden statue of the Virgin Mary with the Child. It is
believed that Carlo I d’Angiò gifted the statue to the
abbey and the population of Scurcola after the
victory in the famous Battle of Tagliacozzo. The side
door on the right side of the church also came from
the old abbey.
CHIESA DELLA SANTISSIMA TRINITÀ
Here is a beautiful 16th century church with an
impressive Baroque staircase which has been
seriously damaged twice by the earthquakes of 1456
and 1915. Over the centuries, it went through several
style transformations and today represents a
splendid mix of Baroque and Rococo. In the attached
Immacolata Concezione chapel stands the 18thcentury organ with an opulent guilt wooden case.
QUERCIA DI DONATO
Walk or drive along Via dei Cappuccini, where once
an old Capuchin convent stood. Before reaching the
convent, on the left side, grows the imposing Oak of
Donato, one of the biggest in Abruzzo. It is 20 metres
high, measures almost six metres in circumference,
and its estimated age is 750 years. So it is possible
that this tree has seen that important Battle of
Tagliacozzo that changed the course of Italian
history. The Quercia di Donato is included in the list
of Italian monumental trees. Enter “Quercia di
Donato” in your Google Maps to navigate.

FESTIVALS AND EVENTS
CORTEO STORICO MEDIEVALE "CONTRADE E
BORGHI", AUGUST 23
The parade takes place in August, on the eve of the
ancient battle of Piani Palentini, in the enchanting
alleys of Scurcola. This historical This historical
procession makes the audience relive the
atmosphere of medieval times. More than 250

Rocca Orsini; the interior of the Chiesa di
Santa Maria della Vittoria

PLACES
participants dressed in period costumes enact
scenes from the town’s past. There is always a
great atmosphere, music, and street food. For
updates, check the event’s Facebook page.
SAGRA DELLA CIAMMELLA, AUGUST
Every year in Piazza Garibaldi, in the new part of
the city, the town celebrates the festival of
Ciammella (the dialectal word for ciambella, a
ring-shaped cake). Many food stands sell, in
addition to the delicious cakes, many other
local delicacies. During the festival, there is
also a parade of carts and people in folkloristic
costumes. At the end of the party, the fountain
representing Venus on the central square, to
everyone’s delight, spouts wine instead of
water. For upcoming dates, see the ProLoco
Scurcola Marsicana page.

FESTA DELLA CIPOLLA, AUGUST /
SEPTEMBER
During the Onion Festival, every local
restaurant serves traditional dishes with
cipolla scurcolana: onion soup, onion frittata,
deep-fried onions, beans with onions, and
even a cake with onions. During the festival
there is always live music and a farmers’
market with local produce. For the dates and
programme, keep an eye on the ProLoco
Scurcola Marsicana page.
VENERDI SANTO, EASTER
A somber procession takes place on Good
Friday. Locals dressed in hooded tunics walk
along the town's streets stopping at each of
the seven churches. They carry crosses and
wooden sculptures representing the different
stages of the Passion of Christ.

Chiesa della Santissima Trinità
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PLACES
WHERE TO EAT
OSTERIA FUTURO
Located on a pretty alley right behind the main square,
Osteria Futuro combines tradition and innovation. The chef
uses local ingredients and wild herbs to create local dishes
with a modern twist. Address: Corso Vittorio Emanuele III,
12. Tel.: 0039 0863 561097
RISTORANTE RENZO
This traditional family restaurant has been serving hearty
dishes in a friendly atmosphere since 1922. The specialty of
the restaurant is grilled meat, cooked on the huge fireplace
that sits in the center of the dining area. Address: Via
Tiburtina Valeria, Km 110. Tel.: 0039 0863 561030, 0039
3480453646.
I MUSICANTI DI BREMA
Set in the verdant countryside, the restaurant offers
traditional dishes made with fresh ingredients from its farm.
Even their pizzas are made using the ancient local Solina
grain flour. Address: Via dei Cappuccini, Località Quercia di
Donato (across the road from the monumental oak of
Donato). Tel.: 0039 348 8611859, 0039 348 3021022.

Giulia Pietrobattista is an amateur photographer who is
passionate about traditional food and travel.
Below: a fountain detail; right: old streets of
Scurcola Marsicana
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PEOPLE

BUILDING A FARMSTEAD
IN ABRUZZO
By Linda Dini Jenkins
A city girl from Moscow with deep experience in the travel industry
and a Swedish marketing executive have set up a farm in a tiny
village in Chieti province.
Julia Mitina and Stefan Axelson met in
Moscow in 2012 and four years later bought
an old stone farmhouse together in the village
of

Roccamontepiano.

It

took

about

six

months to have a new roof and new plaster
work done and anti-seismic chains installed.
“We are big city people with no previous
experience in country living who decided to
leave it all behind and become farmers,” says
Stefan.

FARMING LIFE
They rolled up their sleeves and dived right
into the deep end buying bees along with the
heirloom Nero d’Abruzzo pigs, original to

Stefan Axelson and Julia Mitina

Abruzzo and considered nearly extinct less
than two decades ago. There are also

every new thing you add to the mix requires a

chickens, goats, sheep, dogs, and cats.

different kind of approval and license, so we
have stopped here for now.” The original plans
included fields of lavender for dried flowers

products that people could enjoy and would

and medicinal herbs, but there really isn’t

pay up for, due to the high quality, good taste,

enough land for that. Also, a blacksmith shop.

and zero carbon footprint,” says Julia, whose

Stefan has a very big anvil on site, but no

entrepreneurial titles are President, Minister

plans to learn yet another trade at this time.

of Finance, Minister of Culture, Minister of
Tourism, and Minister of Defense.

The

couple

navigated

the

bureaucratic

process of getting farming permissions with
“We wanted to do more,” says Stefan, the

ease. Stefan worked in Milan 15 years ago and

couple’s Minister of Marketing, Minister of

spoke some Italian which certainly helped.

Agriculture, and Minister of Cooking. “But

“Julia and I are not fluent speakers but we get
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“Our goal was to create a paradise of local

PEOPLE

Above: Roccamontepiano; photo via INFO
Roccamontepiano. Right: Fattoria del Prato

by pretty well and learn by speaking with the
locals.”

Stefan and Julia want to sell their produce
online but for now they welcome buyers and
visitors at their Fattoria del Prato in person.
Apart from piglets, they also sell farm fresh
eggs, dried lavender sachets, honey from
their bees, as well as beeswax and bees in
their boxes, for those who are interested in
beekeeping. “We made about 20 kg of honey
in 2020 from our hives, but,” says Stefan.

“We hope to make about 100 kg in 2021.” They
are hoping to add small group tours of the beekeeping operation as well as offering beekeeping courses for beginners in the future.

WE’RE NOT IN PARIS
ANYMORE..
The two settled into Roccamontepiano full-time
in 2019, having moved here from Paris. It was
Stefan’s dream to change course — to go,
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Farm work keeps them busy: having two
black pig sows and one breeding male
means 25-30 little black piglets every year
plus the growing honey production. “Last
year we had 12 hives, by the end of this year
we’ll have 60 beehives and hoping to make
100kg of honey,” proudly says Stefan. “I look
after the bees at the moment but I’ll
definitely need help soon.” The plan is to
have 300-400 bee families in a couple of
years.

PEOPLE
as he says, “from being an office rat to
working with my hands.” What’s it like living in
a village of fewer than 2,000 people after
you’ve seen Par-ee (as the song goes)?
Mostly good.
“There are no fences, and everybody knows
everybody,” according to Stefan. Julia adds,
“We can (and do) easily get help when we
need it.” Of course, the locals are so curious
about these stranieri and what they’re doing
here. “They’re like little kittens,” says Julia. “At
first, they watched and then hid . . . now they
come over. They appreciate what we’re trying
to do and even offer compliments.” They
soon learned that the mayor ‘s grandfather
was born on their land, so they are
undoubtedly of special interest in the area for
that reason alone.
The bad side of rural living includes the
notorious wild boar roaming the countryside,
which chewed a hole in their pig fence. Now
two new pastore Abruzzese sheepdogs have
put a stop to that, as well as kept the foxes
out of the henhouse. And culture? Well,
Roccamontepiano isn’t Paris or Moscow, but
airlines can solve that when Stefan and Julia
finally have time for a break. A move to a rural
location often means trading high culture for
local community, traditions, and festas, of
which there are many throughout Abruzzo.
One of the heirloom black pigs at the farm

Stefan with his bees; extracting fresh honey

Stefan and Julia say they are happy to be
living in a place that is a lot less stressful, and
where the summers are long and the winters
are not so bad (compared to Sweden and
Russia, of course). Their dream of being selfsufficient and sharing the surplus is slowly
becoming a reality.
Linda Dini Jenkins leads small tours to Italy
and blogs about travel at Travel Italy The Write
Way.
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They made several trips to Italy before settling
in Abruzzo. They ruled out Tuscany because
it’s too touristy; Sicily because it’s not green
enough; Puglia came close but at the end they
opted for Abruzzo. “Here we have 50 shades
of green, 365 days a year,” says Stefan. “It’s
just what we were hoping for.”

OUTDOORS

THE APENNINE CHAMOIS:
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT
By Angelina Iannarelli
Abruzzo’s mountains are home to the endangered Apennine chamois, and
the conservation efforts in the Abruzzo, Lazio and Molise National Park
have saved the species from extinction. In 2020, around 675 chamois have
been spotted and 138 new kids were born on the park’s territory. This
time of year, newly born kids can be spotted at high altitudes.

It is dawn in the mountains of the Abruzzo National Park. The sun emerges and illuminates
the rocky ridges of the peaks, from which the chamois witness the birth of the new day.
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The female chamois followed by her young look out onto the cliffs to savour the first
soft warmth of the morning, ready to start the day.

OUTDOORS

The mothers have recently rejoined the herd, taking with them the new kids born in isolated
corners among inaccessible rocks. The little chamois can walk a few hours after their birth.

WHERE TO SEE THE
APENNINE CHAMOIS
You can spot herds of the Apennine
chamois while hiking at higher altitudes
in the Majella National Park and, at a
closer distance, in the nature reserve La
Camosciara in Civititella Alfedena.
In the Abruzzo National Park there is a
sentiero dei camosci ("the path of
chamois", marked as I1) which runs
from Civititella Alfedena to Val di Rose
and Passo Cavuto where you can often
observe the chamois.

Females are very attentive towards their young —
they are always on alert, ready to run for shelter with
the kids at the slightest sign of danger.

Angelina Iannarelli is an award-winning
wildlife photographer who spends a lot
of time in Abruzzo’s national parks. See
Angelina’s work on her website. She
posts wildlife photos regularly on her
Facebook page.

OUTDOORS

The Apennine chamois have organised nurseries for the
kids, which allows the mothers to go away in search of food.

The kids play together, supervised by one or more female chamois, while their
mothers calmly graze or control the territory. It is exciting to see so many chamois
together moving on the high altitude prairies following a female army of little soldiers.

OUTDOORS

It is not uncommon to see kids attempting to suck the female who is in charge of the nursery. The
poor nurse chamois doesn’t escape from the greedy kids, but she can’t provide milk for them all.

Thanks to the protein-rich mother's milk, kids grow
quickly and reach independence within a year, but
continue to play together for some time.

The games serve as training for the young,
during which they learn to run and jump
between rocks and cliffs at vertiginous heights.

BOOKS
Richard Walmsley
THE CASE OF THE
SLEEPING BEAUTY
Inspector Beppe Stancato, driven from his
native Calabria by threats
from his local mafia, finds
himself appointed the
chief of police in the city
of Pescara, in Abruzzo.
The unexpected discovery of a twenty-two-yearold girl, lying drugged and unconscious, sparks off a
complex investigation involving a seismologist accused
of manslaughter and a fugitive mafia boss suspected of
involvement in illegal building contracts. Beppe is faced
with the task of saving the girl whilst outwitting the
crooked seismologist and the wily Mafioso.
I really enjoyed this book and found it hard to put down.
The backdrop is the L’Aquila earthquake of 2009 and the
reality that six scientists were convicted of
manslaughter for the advice they gave ahead of the
deadly disaster. Although the central subject matter of
this novel is emotive and weighty, there is a lightness to
this book created by the author’s characters.
The plot is, in a sense, formulaic on several levels. There
is a body (although “the sleeping beauty” is not dead)
and we have a crack team of detectives lead by the
perceptive Commissario Beppe, whose mission is to
expose the villains and bring them to justice. Beppe’s
methods are slightly random and unorthodox but his
quiet integrity, determination, and unrelenting pursuit to
find the truth commands a great respect from his team
and all who work with him.
This story has suspense, intrigue, romance, and very
credible characters. Reading about Abruzzo, its towns,
villages, and traditions makes people dream. For those
like me who know the region very well, the book offers
an added bonus, a reassuring and comforting familiarity.
You have probably walked past Beppe’s police
headquarters in Via Pesaro, Pescara, eaten pasta La
Bilancia near Loreto Aprutino, or watched the twinkling
stars create a soft glow to illuminate the dark outline of
La Bella Addormentata peaks on the Gran Sasso
mountains.

Wendy Ridolini is editor of Sunflower Publishing in the
UK. She spends as much time as she can in Abruzzo,
where she has a holiday home.

Michael Kenna
ABRUZZO
This beautiful monograph by renowned landscape
photographer Michael Kenna is a collection of 65
black and white images. Melancholic rural landscapes,
medieval ruins, and ancient villages stir up feelings of
passing time, of the constantly evolving ties between
history and nature. Kenna is famous for exquisitely
crafted photographs, which he creates using non
digital equipment, with nighttime exposures lasting up
to ten hours. The book is richly printed in duotone on
matt art paper, and presented in an olive-green cloth
slipcase.

ADVERTISING

GUIDED
TOURS
IN ENGLISH

ORTONA, LANCIANO,
GUARDIAGRELE
KHAREN DELL'ARCIPRETE,
CERTIFIED TOUR GUIDE

For details call:
0039 3478701316
or email:
blusietta@hotmail.com
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FOOD&WINE
SMALL BUT MIGHTY –
WINE ARTISANS WITH
TINY VINEYARDS

organic agriculture. He has just 3.5 hectares of
vines and started making wine only two years
ago, but his Trebbiano and Cerasuolo are already
excellent.

By Anna Swann
Living in a wine-producing region means you are
never too far from an excellent winery. Before
moving to Abruzzo, I bought my vino from
specialised shops or (horror of horrors!)
grabbed something decent from a supermarket
shelf. Now I buy most of my wine directly from
producers and I am spoiled for choice: there are
at least ten vineyards within a short drive from
my house, but it is the smaller ones that I love
going to, the ones where I can chat with the
producer. To make good wine, it seems, you
only need a small patch of land and a lot of
passion.
Some of my favourite wine makers in Abruzzo
have just one or two hectares of vineyards.
What I have learnt drinking their wine is that
every year is different. A bottle of good wine will
tell you whether the summer was hot and sunny
or if it rained a lot. Small producers, the artisans
of wine, are not afraid to follow the ebb and flow
of nature, with little interference, letting the
vines do their magic. You learn to love the
winery’s
philosophy,
not
just
their
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo or Cerasuolo, and you
accept that every vintage has its highs and lows.

2

3

MALVASIA EUGHENOS RAGGIO DI SOLE, DI
CATO
100% Malvasia grapes from a small 67-year-old
vineyard. Not stabilized, clarified, or filtered;
bottled with the new moon in March coinciding
with the spring solstice. Fine notes of aromatic
herbs, wildflowers, honey, liquorice; dry and
savoury with a light almond aftertaste. Only 600
bottles made in 2019.
Buy: directly from the producer or on Wineyou.it.
Price: €22
KELEUTHOS MONTEPULCIANO
DOC, CANTINA FALON

D'ABRUZZO

Aged for three years in large 10-hectolitre
traditional oak barrels. Full-bodied and well
structured, with notes of spices, cloves, liquorice
and mature red fruit.
Buy: directly from the producer or on Clickwine.it.
Price: €20
LE VASCHE CERASUOLO D'ABRUZZO, CAPRERA
100% Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes. Made
with
old-style
methods,
spontaneous
fermentation, not filtered. Rose fragrances and
pomegranate accents on the nose, fresh and
fruity on the palate.
Buy: directly from the producer.
Price: €15
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Here I suggest a few of my favourites from the
smallest, least-known wineries in Abruzzo.
These producers learnt the art of wine making
from their parents and grandparents, inherited
their small patches of vines, or bought them to
follow their passion. Silvano Falone of Cantina
Falon has only one and a half hectares of
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes in the hills of
Rosciano. All his life he worked in education and
started making wine upon his retirement,
applying the skills he had learnt from his father
a long time ago. In Vittorito, Mariapaola Di Cato
and her father Francesco work a two-hectare
vineyard with a hoe, producing just a few
thousand bottles of exquisite organic wines
every year. LucaPaolo Virgilio of Azienda
Agricola Caprera is a fervent supporter of

1
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RECIPES

PAS T A S OU P WIT H
A S HRIE K
By Marco Soccorsi
Today I would like to tell you about the pasta
soup with a shriek, or la minestra con lo strillo, a
dish that few people know, but which is both
tasty and filling. The key ingredient is guanciale
(cured pork made from the cheeks of a pig),
typical of Roman cuisine, and present in many
dishes such as amatriciana, gricia, or carbonara
but — contrary to what many people believe —
has Abruzzese origins.
In the past, pork was an important part of the
cucina povera (peasant cooking) and nothing
was thrown out. Every bit, from tail to snout, was
used. It is believed that guanciale originated in
the area around the towns of Amatrice and
Campotosto — so in Abruzzo rather than Lazio,
as that entire territory was part of the province
of L'Aquila until 1927. We, Abruzzo’s natives, are
proud to claim the origin of dishes with
guanciale. Most likely, they arrived in Lazio
(which now considers them part of the regional
cuisine) with Abruzzese shepherds who, in the
time of transhumance, traded their local
products and introduced the humble pasta alla
gricia, which I call the mother of the famous
pasta alla amatriciana and the aunt of the pasta
alla carbonara.

Makes 4 portions
200 g guanciale, cut into small pieces
120 g pecorino cheese, grated
200 g spaghetti, white or wholegrain, broken in half
length (they’ll be easier to manage but if you are a
purist, leave them whole) or pasta shape (e.g.
rigatoni, penne)
1 litre of water
Salt and pepper to taste

PREPARATION
In a pot, brown the guanciale for 5-7 minutes. Add
water in the pot (that’s when you’ll hear the shriek
that gave the name to this dish). Bring it to boil and
throw in the spaghetti. Before serving, add pecorino
cheese and season with salt and pepper.

Marco Soccorsi lives in L’Aquila. He is an expert
mushroom and truffle hunter, avid cook and a
passionate promoter of Abruzzese cuisine.
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The tomato sauce was added to the gricia after
the discovery of the Americas, and it became
pasta alla amatriciana; in more recent times, the
carbonara was born when, according to some
historians, during the World War II soldiers
started adding the yolk of an egg to their pasta
gricia. There are no historic documents to trace
the origins of this pasta soup “with a shriek” that
I love but, in my house, it has been made and
enjoyed for generations. It is a simple version of
the gricia served with the cooking liquid, like a
soup. The strillo (which means “a shriek”)
comes from the sound that hot guanciale makes
when the water is added.

INGREDIENTS

RECIPES

RU ST I C P I ES W ITH
G REENS ( L U CAU CIONE
D ' ORBE)
By Mario Di Matteo
This time of year, the orapi (wild spinach, or
Good-King-Henry) are foraged in the Majella
mountains. They grow only in areas
frequented by sheep and where the soil is well
fertilised by manure. Wild spinach is used in
many different dishes but the caucione d'orbe,
pies with wild spinach, are typical for the
small village of Roccamorice. When the orapi
season is finished, the pies are made with
chard or other dark greens.
The recipe that I want to share was passed
down from my grandmother to my mother and
sister. We live in Roccamorice and the
caucione d'orbe pies are often made in my
house. As with most traditional recipes, when
you learn a recipe, the quantities are
approximate, and you cook ad occhio, which
means measuring by eye and cooking by the
way something looks. So you don’t need to
follow this recipe religiously — use more (or
less) greens and herbs, follow your taste and
instinct, make a few bigger pies or more
smaller ones.

INGREDIENTS
To make the dough:

To make the filling:
400g wild spinach (alternatively use
chard, escarole, chicory), cleaned and
chopped
Mint, wild fennel, garlic greens, all finely
chopped

Blanch the greens, drain, and let them cool.
Mix them with mint, fennel, garlic leaves,
adding salt to taste and a few drops of olive
oil.
Pre-heat the oven to 180°C.
Make the dough: add the wine and oil to the
flour and work the dough gently until it is
smooth and elastic. Cut into 4-5 equal pieces.
Roll each piece out to a thin round (it doesn’t
have to be perfectly shaped).
Mound some filling on the lower half of each
disk (don’t put too much; make sure that the
disk closes well). Fold the dough over to make
a half-moon and fold the edge around the
filling, pressing them to seal. Transfer the hand
pies to the prepared baking sheet. Bake for 2530 minutes or until golden.

Mario Di Matteo teaches technical subjects at a
secondary school. He is a Roccamorice native
and a local history enthusiast.
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400g all-purpose wheat flour
125ml olive oil
125ml white wine

PREPARATION
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